Perceived self-orientation in allocentric and egocentric space: effects of visual and physical tilt on saccadic and tactile measures.
Do physical tilt and tilt of the visual environment affect perception of allocentric and egocentric space? We addressed this question using two perceptual-motor tasks: alignment of a tactile rod (ROD) and saccadic eye movements (EM). Nine participants indicated the vertical axis of their heads (egocentric task), as well as the direction of gravity (allocentric task). Head orientation (+/-60 degrees and 0 degrees) and visual environment orientation (+/-120 degrees, +/-60 degrees and 0 degrees) were independently manipulated in the fronto-planar roll plane. ROD and EM estimates of both allocentric and egocentric reference directions varied with head and room orientation. Physical tilt dominated allocentric estimates in the dark where overestimates of physical tilt were noted up to 11 degrees using both measures. Allocentric ROD and EM estimates were significantly correlated across all head orientations (r=.70, p<.01) but only when upright for egocentric estimates (r=.38, p<.01). The relative contributions of the visual environment, gravity's direction and long-body axis to the estimation of allocentric and egocentric directions were determined by vector modeling. This modeling found that vision determined about 14% of the allocentric ROD and EM estimates, that the long-axis body reference played no discernible role, and that the largest factor was gravity, the effective direction of which was non-veridical. For egocentric estimates, vision contributed about 3% with the largest factor being the body reference. We conclude that perception of allocentric and egocentric space is likely influenced by multiple senses that define common egocentric and allocentric frames of reference accessible for saccadic and tactile estimates of perceived self-orientation.